
Abstract
The first HIV/AIDS Sentinel Surveillance (HSS) surveys started in Ghana in 1992 and Upper East Region 
in 1994. Since then, the prevalence rates have been the most dominant methods for reporting, monitoring 
and predicting the pandemic. The purpose of this study was therefore, to use the Bayesian models to analyze 
the structural transmission of the HIV virus in the HSS sites of the Upper East Region of Ghana. The study 
gathered secondary data of the infected persons from the four HSS (Bawku, Bolgatanga, Navrongo and 
Builsa) sites from the Upper East regional administration of the Ghana Health Services, via the office of the 
Regional HIV/AIDS Coordinator. In the Bayesian analyses, the prior transmission rates represented the 
initial transmission probability matrix, derived from the assumptions and the likelihood represented the 
initial proportion of those already being transmitted to from 1994 to 2012. We then used the Matlab 
software to simulate the posterior transmission probabilities to arrive at the subsequent and steady 
transmission probabilities. We noticed that the urban sites of Bawku, Bolgatanga and Navrongo would 
remain the higher than the rural site of Builsa. We therefore, concluded that urban dwellers were more 
promiscuous to transmit and receive the HIV/AIDS virus than their rural counterparts and recommended 
that strategic programmes be more focused in the urban areas than the rural ones. 
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Background to the Study of HIV Reporting in Ghana
Reports of Goubar, et. al. (2007), Eze (2009), Ali & Oduro (2012), Ghana Aids Commission (2012) show 
that the HIV/AIDS Sentinel Surveillance (HSS) surveys started in Ghana in 1992 and Upper East Region 
in 1994. Since then, the prevalence rates have been the most dominant methods for reporting, monitoring 
and predicting the pandemic. These authors however, contend that there is a continuing interest in 
understanding the evolution of the HIV epidemic and those initial methods have not matched the new 
definition of the virus. That is Ali and Oduro (2012) had earlier adopted the Markov chain models to 
analyze the age-gender dynamics of the HIV virus and now seek to widen the scope of the analysis to cover 
the Bayesian models on the structural transmission of the four HSS sites.

Statement of the Problem of HIV Reporting in Ghana
The researchers observed that the prevalence rates and caseloads continue the preferred methods for 
reporting, monitoring and predicting the HIV virus infection rates by stakeholders in Ghana. The 
Prevalence rates however, pose a lot of challenges to predictions because they are just yearly percentages. 
One cannot use percentages to establish trends with data. The Bayesian methods can adequately address 
this structural trend defect of the prevalence rates. Another inadequacy and associated challenges 
originating from the use of prevalence rates (percentages) is that, they report only qualitative data and 
cannot address quantitative data arising from HIV/AIDS phenomena. Prevalence rates are not appropriate 
and robust enough to represent HIV/AIDS data. Even if can adopt the prevalence rates to do this, we still 
modern advanced methods to tackle the complex nature of HIV/AIDS infections across the various towns 
and villages of the Upper East Region of Ghana. 
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Hypotheses
Ho: The Bayesian Analysis models are inappropriate methods in monitoring, reporting and predicting the 
prevalence rates of HIV virus in Upper East Region of Ghana at 5% level of significance.
Ha:  The models are more appropriate in analyzing the HIV virus prevalence rates. 

Research Questions
1. How are the models appropriate in analyzing the HIV virus spread across the various HSS sites?
2. What HSS site(s) will become dominant(s) in the future?

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to apply the Bayesian Analysis models to analyze the structural 
transmission of the HIV virus in the HSS sites of the Upper East Region of Ghana. 

Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study were:

· To showcase the Bayesian Analysis models as more plausible than the traditional methods of 
monitoring, reporting and predicting HIV virus spread.

· To discover those HSS sites that are highly volatile in transmitting HIV virus.
· To make recommendations to policy makers to help combat the pandemic in the study areas.

Theory of Bayesian Analysis 
Applying Bayes' Theorem in HIV Virus Reporting
Bruyninckx (2002), Scott (2003), Wolpert (2006), Goubar et al. (2007), Baffour (2011), and Ofosu & 
Hesse (2011) explain the conditional probability of  given  as follows:iT )(0S
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In the equation (1) above, )( 0SP represent the initial likelihood probabilities of those already infected, )( iTP  represent the 

conditional initial transmission p robability matrix of those assumed to be infected and )(0 iTSP Ç  represent the dependent 

probabilities of those likely to be infected in future. If the assumptions of iT  continue, then t he Bayes’ theorem of the HIV prevalence 
rates can be stated as follows:  
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In the equation (2) above, the symbols P(S 0|Ti) is the likelihood given the prior (original rates of infections), P(T i|S0) is the prior given 
the likelihood (assumed rates of infections), P(Ti)P(S0|Ti) is the posterior (predicted rates of infections). Wolpert (2006), Eze (2009), and 
Ali & Oduro (2012) agree that because infected persons interact with the uninfected, P(S 0|Ti) and P(Ti|S0) become the dependent P(S 0) 
and P(Ti) or S0 and Ti respectively. The )|()(

1 0å =i ii TSPTP  is the total probability of )( 0SP   and serves as only a normalizer. Our 

discussion will focus on the numerator-- )|()( 0 ii TSPTP .

 
Meaning of Bayesian Analysis in HIV Virus Reporting
Bruyninckx (2002), Wolpert (2006) and Xu (2007) explain that any analysis involving prior, likelihood 
and posterior probabilities is called Bayesian analysis. This analysis complements the classical hypothesis 
testing methods, which rely on null and alternative hypotheses to make judgments. As applied to the HIV 
virus, the likelihoods represent the initial proportions of infected persons in the sites, the priors represent 
new probabilities originating from the likelihoods and the posteriors are their products to produce 
subsequent probabilities. 
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Assumptions of Bayes' theorem in the HIV/AIDS Virus Transmission Probabilities
Draper (2005), Wolpert (2006), Goubar et al. (2007), Johnson et al. (2009), Greenwood et al. (2010), and 
Ali & Oduro (2012) make some basic assumptions to guide this Bayesian analysis as summarized below:
1). The uncertainties can be measured with prior transmission probabilities. This will allow us to use 

the priors as the transmission probability matrix.
2). The priors can form a square transmission probability matrix (Ti) and sketch the transmission 

probability diagram and matrix ( ).

3). The Ti can be computed iteratively as a non-singular matrix with the Matlab software.
4). First infected persons in each site are highly promiscuous to keep a chain of Ti--transmit and 

contract the disease.

Representing HIV Virus with Bayesian Transmission Probability Diagram
Barnett, Ziegler & Byleen (2000), Bruyninckx (2002), Cao (2007), Ali & Oduro (2012) assert that a 
transmission probability diagram is a two-way flow of transmitting to and receiving from the HIV virus. In 
the case of the four HSS sites, the researchers showed how each site could infect and being infected by the 
other sites in the analysis below.

Representing HIV Virus with Bayesian Transmission Probability Trees

Representing HIV Virus with Bayesian Probability Transmission Matrix 
Barnett, et al. (2000), Chen (2003), Mathews & Fink (2004), Johnson, Dorrington & Bradshaw (2009), 
Ali & Oduro (2012) explain the transmission probability matrix as the initial sequences of likelihoods as 
extracted from the initial Bayesian transmission probability tree as follows:

iT

    

Wolpert (2006), Ali & Oduro (2012) explain the 
dependent events kelihoodsof the prior transmission probabilities and the likelihoods. The first pairs of branches are the initial li

branches as the initial priors

Bayesian transmission probability tree as a chain sequence of infinite 

 ( 0S ) and the next )( iT . Because the priors are dependent, we could continue  building
 up infinite number of branches.
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In the equation (3) above, the transmission probability matrix 
observations can be drawn from the equation (3) above: 
1). The priors form initial probability matrix at each level.
2). The sum of entries of each row in a prior is 1.
3). The sum of probabilities in each row of the posterior is also 1.
4). Any k-step simulated probability matrix has the same properties as this initial prior.

Computing HIV Virus Subsequent and Steady Transmission Probabilities
Matthews & Fink (2004), Weisstein (2005), Pereira & Stern (2008), Eze (2009), Johnson, et al. (2009), Ali 
& Oduro (2012) explain that the steady transmission probability is the probability that, in a discrete-time, 
the Bayesian process will converge to a limiting value, S which is independent of the initial transmission 
probabilities (S0).  In The Matlab software simulation procedures, the first posterior is the same as:

iTrepresents the initial priors. The following  
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01 SS = ; the second becomes iTSS 12 = ; the third becomes iTSS 22 = ; and hence all other subsequent 

ikk TSS 1-= . The steady transmission probabilities are reached when:  

 )4......(................................................................................11 -+ == kkk SSS .  

In the equation ( 4) above, the 1-kS , the kS  and the 1+kS  represent previous, present and subsequent
 transmission ies.respectively to mean that any subsequent computations no more change the transmission probabilit 

posteriors become 

Chapman-Kolmogorov Steady Matlab Simulation Procedures  

Matthews & Fink (2004), Weisstein (2005), Goubar et al. (2007), Eze (2009), Greenwood, Kircher & Tertilt (2010), 
Ali & Oduro (2012) Kolmogorov steady transmission simulation procedures as follows:adopt the Chapman -   

Chapman-Kolmogorov Backward Recursive Simulation 
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Chapman-Kolmogorov Forward Recursive Simulation 
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Properties of Steady Transmission Probabilities  
Mathews & Fink (2004), Weisstein (2005), Ali & Oduro (2012) note that, in regular promiscuous HIV 
virus infection rates; there is a shorter number of iterations, the steady transmission probabilities is a row of 
the steady transmission matrix and all subsequent and steady transmission probabilities are greater than 1. 
This means any infected person can always infect any other first uninfected person from all the sites. 

The reviews of the Bayesian theory above show that the models adopted by those authors were successful. 
This is because the definitions of equations (1) and (2) showcase conditional probabilities. HIV virus 
infection rates are actually conditional in the sense that its continuous spread depends on its previous 
infection rates and its present likelihood of infections. However, one cannot alter its past infection rates but 
one can check the present infection rates in order to reduce future infection rates. We must also add that it is 
not the matter of just knowing the future state of its spread. We must be interested in determining whether 
the pandemic still has the potential to spread in the future. The authors have shown the properties of 
regularity and promiscuity to mean that an HIV virus is just could be far from extinction. The areas can still 
exhibit its potency of future escalation by these two properties. 

Methodology 
The researchers gathered secondary data of the infected persons from three urban—(Bawku, Bolgatanga 
and Navrongo) and one rural (Builsa) HSS sites from the Upper East regional administration of the Ghana 
Health Service, via the office of the Regional HIV/AIDS Coordinator from the year of its inception to date. 
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This is because these four sites have always been used by the Ghana Aids Commission to monitor the 
prevalence rates and caseloads of the disease across in the region. 

Draper (2005) and Goubar et al. (2007) justify that there are no samples and populations selection 
procedures in the Bayesian methods. Hence, we used the whole to derive the initial transmission 
probabilities (S0) as 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1, representing initial infected persons of Bawku-Ba, Bolgatanga-Bo, 
Navrongo-Na and Builsa-Bu sites respectively. This was restated in a row matrix form as below:

)6....(......................................................................1.02.03.04.00 =S . 
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In the equation (6) above, the entries represent the likelihoods or initial proportions of infected persons in 
the four sites. The researchers then applied some assumptions to each of the four sites to derive the initial 
transmission probability matrix, .

Presentation of Bayesian Analysis Models of HSS Sites Transmissions 

Derived assumptions for initial transmission probability matrix
1).     All the sites interact with one another (where Bawku— , Bolgatanga— , Navrongo—  and Builsa-- ).

2).  If Bawku is the primary source of transmission, then the routes before a first person could be 
transmitted with HIV in each site would be traced as:

iT

aB oB aN uB
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3).      If Bolgatanga is the primary source of transmission, then the routes before a first person could be 
            transmitted with HIV in each site would be traced as:

 

aauo BNBB ®®®
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4).     If Navrongo is the source of transmission, then the routes before a first person could be transmitted 
           with HIV in each site would be 

traced as:

 

 

oaua BBBN ®®®

 

uaa BBBN ®®® 0

 

 

auoa BBBN ®®®  

 

5).       If Builsa is the source of transmission, then the routes before a first person could be transmitted  
with HIV in each site would be traced as:
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aaou BNBB ®®®

oaau BBNB ®®®

aoau NBBB ®®®

6).      If these assumptions remain the same, then we can derive the initial transmission probability matrix 
            of the HSS Sites.

Initial Bayesian Transmission Probability Diagram of HSS Sites

 

It is convenient to represent the initial proportions of transmissions on a directed probability transmission 
diagram as follows:  
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Figure 1: Initial Bayesian Transmission Probability Diagram of HSS Sites 
 In the figure (1) above, the sites are the nodes and the initial transmission probabilities are the edges. Bawku site initially had 

%30  of the HIV infected persons and shared %70  with the three sites, Bolgatanga site initially had %40  of the HIV infected 
persons and shared %60  with the three sites, and each site of Navrongo and Builsa initially had %10  of the HIV infected persons 
and shared %90  with the other sites. We extracted the figures and formed an initial transmission probability matrix.

Initial Transmission Probability Matrix of HSS Sites 

 The equation (7) below represents the initial transmission probability matrix extracted from figure (1) above:  
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In the equation (7) above, the first row represents the initial transmissions of Bawku site, the second row 
represents the initial transmissions of Bolgatanga site, the third row represents the initial transmissions of 
Navrongo site and the forth row represents the initial transmissions of Builsa site.  We have observed that 
the sum of entries of each row is 1 and there are no 0 entries in any of the rows.  These mean that initially any 
infected person from any site could infect any first uninfected person. We now have to establish the initial 
four-route transmission probability tree of HSS to compute the subsequent and obtain the steady 
transmission probabilities of all the sites. 

Initial four-state transmission probability tree of HSS sites
We combined both the initial proportions (S0) and assumptions (Ti) to form the initial transmission 
probability tree as follows:
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Figure 2: Initial four-state transmission probability tree of HSS sites
In the diagram (2) above, the first note is the initial proportions of the sites and the subsequent branches are 
the initial prior transmission probabilities that each site was expected to transmit to the other sites. We could 
build another set of branches on the first set, and continue the build up of the branches infinitely. We have 
observed that each site can infect every other site. We have extracted the figures to compute the subsequent 
and steady transmission probabilities.

Steady Transmission Probabilities of HSS Sites
The Matlab software applies the matrix multiplication to the equations 5a and 5b to compute the 
subsequent and derive the steady transmission probabilities as follows:
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In equation (8) above, the process reached the steady transmission probabilities (S) after only 9 steps. 

2671.0 , 3136.0 , 2419.0  and 1774.0  respectively. The Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation (6c) also computes the subsequent  and derives the steady transmission probability matrix as:

 
This mean the probability that the first uninfected person to get the HIV virus in the long run in Bawku, Bolgatanga, 
Navrongo and Builsa are 
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%70.26  in Bawku, %36.31  in Bolgatanga, %19.24  in Navrongo and %74.17 in Builsa.  

In the equation (9) above, we have observed that the entries of all the four rows are the same. This means we 
have obtained steady transmission probability matrix. Thus, similarly, over a long period of time, an HSS 
site with the given four-state transmission probability matrix should reach steady transmission probabilities 
at about 

Properties regular promiscuous transmission probabilities  
The long run transmissions possess the regular promiscuous transmission probabilities. This is because 
each row of equation (10) is just the equation (9). We have also observed that every entry in the rows of 
equation (10) is greater than 0. These mean that all sites were always promiscuous to transmit and receive 
the HIV virus. Thus, any infected person from any site could infect any first uninfected person within the 
four sites.

Discussions of Transmission Probabilities of HSS Sites

We observed that the initial transmission probabilities were ú
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 as obtained from the Ghana Aids Commission 

(GAC, 2012). We have computed and derived the final steady transmission probabilities as ú
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representing the infected persons from Bawku, Bolgatanga, Navrongo and Builsa sites respectively. This 
means the incidence of HIV infections would be stabilized in future in the region. We envisaged however, 
that the urban sites of Bawku, Bolgatanga and Navrongo would remain the highest in future. So, educational 
programmes and other preventive measures must be swifter in the urban than the rural sites. 

That notwithstanding, the rural Builsa site also kept increasing as the years went by and therefore, must be 
placed on red alert! This is because initially, they represented only 10% of the infected persons in the data. 
However, their proportion had significantly increased to about 18% at the end of the iterations. This 
therefore, suggests that gradually the urban sites would shed off a significant portion of their infections to 
the rural ones. 

Summary and Conclusions
We obtained the requisite HIV/AIDS data of the four HSS sites from 1994 to 2012 to represent the initial 
likelihoods, S0. We successfully adopted strong assumptions to derive the initial prior transmission 
probability matrix, Ti for the multiplication with the S0. The Matlab software applied the Chapman-
Kolmogorov equations to derive the subsequent and steady transmission probabilities and matrix.  The 
subsequent and steady transmission probabilities indicated highly promiscuous and regular HIV infections 
among the four HSS sites. However, we discovered that the urban areas were more volatile than the rural 
ones. Hence they must be targeted more while placing eagle eyes on rural ones. Therefore, we have 
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succeeded in showing that the Bayesian models can better report, monitor and predict the HIV/AIDS in 
the Upper East Region of Ghana.

Recommendations for policy making
The researchers observed that the Bayesian models very suitable for data analyses in HIV/AIDS. If future 
studies could involve persons from the Ghana Aids Commission, Regional HIV/AIDS Coordinators, 
HIV/AIDS Focal Persons and other relevant institutions, much success could be achieved. The analyses 
also showed that the patterns of HIV/AIDS prevalence rates may not change from its traditional higher 
records in the urban centres in future. Therefore, we recommend that if future studies could take data 
directly from the health centres of the region, better analyses could be depicted. 

The Matlab software simulations depicted a few number of nine iterations to reach the steady transmission 
probabilities. This is because all the transmission created an easy situation that the infected could contact 
the uninfected persons without difficulty. We recommend that if future studies could get access to interview 
the infected persons to get into details of this volatile infectious transmission matrix. 

Suggestions for Further Research on the Bayesian Analysis on HIV/AIDS Virus
 (1). The study applied secondary data to the Bayesian models and could have contained some 

unforeseen measurement errors. As a result of that, the conclusions may not support the empirical 
evidence of the pandemic in the region.

(2). The data was taken from only the four HSS sites of the Upper East Region of Ghana. As a result of 
that,  one cannot generalize the findings to all other regions of Ghana.
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